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13 reasons why season 1 character guide

1 of 24 Milo Ventimiglia: Jack Pearson Before becoming TV's most beloved dad (and the man who inadvertently launched a war against Crock-Pot), Milo played the too-cool recurring jess character on Gilmore Girls. After that stint, IMDB notes that the actor has appeared on several other TV shows,
including American Dreams, The Bedford Diaries and Heroes. He also hit several film projects such as That's My Boy, Grown Ups 2 and The Divide. So far, the image of Milo Jack Pearson has landed him two Emmy Award nominations and one People's Choice Awards nomination. 2 of 24 Mandy Moore:
The Rebecca Pearson Actress got her start singing in the 90s and early 2000s, producing hits such as Crush, Candy and In My Pocket. Around the same time, she debuted Dr. Doolittle 2 with a minor voice role. From there, she went on to grab most of it in The Princess Diaries and starred in the film
adaptation of A Walk to Remember. Since taking on the role of Rebecca, Mandy has been nominated for a Golden Globe. 5 of 24 Chrissy Metz: Kate Pearson Randall and Kevin wouldn't be complete without their Golden Globe and Emmy-nominated sister, Kate as A.K. Chrissy Metz. Despite a
tumultuous career now, Chrissy revealed in her book This Is Me: Loving the Person You Are Today that she has struggled to make her way into the industry for years and instead worked as an agent. Luckily, things went for the better when she was selected for a role in American Horror Story. Two years
later, she landed in Kate's part and has since been proving to be an incredible actress. 10 of 24 Michael Angarano: Nicky Pearson Another new face in the Pearson family is Michael Angarano, who currently portrays Jack's brother Nicky. This is us aside, Michael used to star in Will and Grace as Jack's
son and has appeared in relationships and sun dogs. 11 of Tim Joe's 24: Jay-Won Yoo Thanks to Randall's passionate speech on season 3 episode of Camsahamnida, Jay-Vaughn (played by Tim) volunteers to be his campaign manager. As Deadline reports, Jae-Vaughn will be a recurring character
throughout Season 3. Tim appeared on several TV series before it was us - SEAL Team, Pitch, and Neighbors, to name a few. 13 of 24 Filkia Rashad: Beth's Mother, Carol Best known for her role as Claire Huxtable on The Cosby Show, Filkia joins the cast of This Is Us in the second half of season three
to play Beth's mother. As Entertainment Weekly points out, the Tony-winning actress is also currently playing Diana on Empire and will soon star in David Makes Maine's OWN drama. Filkia has also appeared in several major films such as Good Deeds, Creed, and Creed II. 14 of 24 Lyric Ross: Déjà
More of Déjà are yet to come, as evidenced by the fact that it has recently been promoted to regular series, Deadline reported. Fans who can't get enough of her incredible acting can also catch Lyrica in Sirens, Chicago Fire, and in the indie film Canal Street. 15 of John Uertas 24: Miguel Rivas can not be
favorite on the show, but Miguel is nonetheless the main character. Like many others in the cast of This Is Us, the actor behind the character, John, has an extensive list of accolades. Most notably, he was recognized for his work at Castle and in the mini-series Generation Kill. 16 of Eris Baker's 24: Tess
Pearson Fans may have gotten a glimpse of adult Tess in Season 2, but baby Tess isn't going anywhere. Although the actress is only 12 years old, she told Essence she always knew she wanted to be a star from the age of seven. Outlet reports that Eris got her start on target's commercial before scoring
a life-changing audition for This Is Us. 17 of 24 Faith Herman: Annie Pearson Of course you can't forget about Pearson's little girl. In addition to acting as Annie, Vera plays Darla Dudley in the film Shazam. Fans of criminal ums may also recognize the young star from Season 11, where she allegedly
played Morgan the Kid in an episode called Derek. 19 of 24 Hannah Zale: Teenage Kate Although Hannah previously worked on just one other TV show (reportedly appearing in two episodes of Charlie Sheen's Anger Management), she quickly made a name for herself by playing Kate. 20 of 24 Niels
Fitch: Teen Randall Between portrayal of a Pearson teenager, Niles also has a recurring role in the drama Life of Army Wives, according to his Facebook page. In addition, the actor has a backgraund performing on national tours and on Broadway as Young Simba in The Lion King. 21 of 24 Parker Bates:
Young Kevin Despite scoring a part in the animated series Tangled, Kevin's game is perhaps what most fans know Parker. As his Instagram page suggests, Parker seems to be fully committed to it to us at the moment. 22 of Mackenzie Rag's 24: Young Kate as Parker, McKenzie's voice is also in the TV
series Tangled. However, acting as Kate's previous teen is her primary acting role at the moment. As she told Élite, the This Is Us star was only in a handful of auditions before the show. Her mom revealed in an interview that her lack of experience ended up working in her favor as the filmmakers wanted
someone who wasn't professionally trained. 23 of Lonnie Chavis's 24: Young Randall Lonnie can be seen in the Showtime comedy White Famous with Jay Pharoah, the LA Times reported. In addition, his IMDB indicates that the young star will soon appear in Disney's feature film Magic Camp. 24 of 24
Learn more about the cast and show This Is Us. The words are seasonal and seasonal both refer to the time of year, but their meanings are not quite the same. An adjective suitable for the season means ordinary or suitable for a particular season of the year; at the appropriate time. The adjective
seasonal means that refers to, depends on or characteristic of a particular season of the year. Usage notes are as follows: Having endured two years of severe drought, we are finally enjoying some seasonal weather this summer. The Old English Song by John Barleycorn Die describes the seasonal
ritual of rendering grain in ale. The heat and humidity seasoning here in summer means they are normal for this season of the year. Sentimentality is seasonal at Christmas means this is typical or typical of the Christmas seasons. Seasoning can also mean opportun or on time as their arrival was
seasoned, just when we were hoping for it. If people arrive seasonally, they are on time or even a little early; if they arrive seasonally, they visit annually around the same season of the year. Never use seasoning (another possible confusion almost never arises.) Unspeakable, incorrective, indescribable
and indescribable are accurate antonyms of seasonal, seasonal, seasonal and seasonal respectively. (Kenneth G. Wilson, Columbia Guide to Standard American English. Columbia University Press, 1993)Seasonal is used much more often than seasonal. Seasonal work is one that is only available at
certain times of the year: seasonal employment, such as summer ice cream sales. Seasonal change is one that occurs at a certain time of year: allowing seasonal factors, unemployment dropped slightly last month. (Martin H. Manser, English Dictionary. Wordworth, 1999)If you're talking about winter,
spring, summer or autumn, you're talking seasonally; only if you talk about what is right and right for those times you correctly use the seasoning . (William Safire, The Right Word is in the right place at the right time. Simon &amp;amp; Schuster, 2004) (a) Lack of clothing _____ was one of the biggest
difficulties experienced by the children of the border. (b) In the early nineteenth century there will be a significant increase in the scale of migration _____ from Ireland to Britain during the harvest season. (a) The lack of seasonal clothing has been one of the greatest difficulties experienced by border
children. (b) In the early nineteenth century, there will be a significant increase in the scale of seasonal migration from Ireland to Britain during the harvest season. Fans were looking forward to Westworld's return for what it feels like forever. We theorized about Dolores, Moyve, The Man in Black and
other worlds. And we wondered what complex, layered mysteries the HBO series would present next. Now that season 2's premiership is inevitable, we're starting to get our first look at new players. There are potential allies for the hosts, Delos' staff, park visitors, and even a couple of intriguing new
players we don't know much about. Here's everything we know about Westworld's new characters, including a mysterious duo from a very different theme park (pages 7 and 8). 1. Drawing Betty Gabriel | Frazer Harrison / Getty Images Predictably, the Westworld team keeps many of the details of Season
2 under wraps. But we know we will meet Maling, who will be accused of cleaning up the mess that Dolores and her fellow hosts do during their time Betty Gabriel, who has bared critics with her stage-stealing performances in Get Out and Good Girls Revolt, will play Malina. Next: Will this newcomer be a
friend or foe for Westworld hosts? 2. Nicholas Here's what we know about the newcomer season 2 Nicholas: He is a charming and resourceful man who finds himself in uncharted territory. And he will be played by Neil Jackson, with Sleepy The Gunpowding and Quant of Solauch Fame. What we don't
know is if he will be human or master, friend or enemy. But the fact that they keep his character's details under wraps is certainly intriguing. Next: This military man can stop the Dolores uprising in Westworld Season 2. 3. Major Craddock Jonathan Tucker | Tommaso Boddy / Getty Images For New York
magazine It looks like Westworld's leadership may have to call in the big guns. Major Craddock, commander, will make his season 2 debut. Details about his role and how the military fits into Westworld's larger storyline are unclear. But we know that veteran actor Jonathan Tucker (American Gods,
Kingdom) will bring Major Craddock to life. Next: Delos will get some technical support from this Westworld Season 2 rookie. 4. Antoine Costa What happens behind the scenes was a big focus in the first season of Westworld. We can expect to see more of Delos' efforts to keep the hosts contained when
we pick up a backup in Season 2. One of the new players will be Antoine Costa. Fares Fares (Zero Dark Thirty, Rogue One) will play a mysterious tech expert who will undoubtedly be part of an effort to bring the park back under control. Next: We'll get another look at Westworld when we meet this guest in
Season 2. 5. Grace Katya Gerbers | Jamie McCarthy / Getty Images If you've watched trailers for Season 2 of Westworld, you know park visitors are in the rough. The Dolores uprising appears to have escalated into a full-fledged massacre. And at least one new character could come under crossfire.
Kate Gerbers (The Americans, The Leftovers) will play Grace, a perennial visitor and Westworld enthusiast. Since Herbers was named a regular series, it's safe to assume that Grace will stick around for a while. It can offer a way for fans to experience the horror of visitors as they try to escape the wrath
of the hosts. Next: Will this new Season 2 character help or hinder Delos' recovery efforts? 6. Carl Strand Gustaf Skarsgold | Frazer Harrison / Getty Images Between Alexander's award-winning role in Big Little Lies and Bill's star turn as it is Pennywise, the Skarsgold family has been running well in
Hollywood lately. And it's going to get even better, as Gustaf's brother Skarsgold will co-star in Westworld Season 2. Skarsgard, who also appeared at the Vikings, will play Carl Strand. The character is described as white collar, but he has no problem getting his hands dirty. That could mean he's a Delos
employee sent to damage control. Or it could be one patron of Westworld. Next: This is a new one arrival can also present a whole new world for Westworld fans. 7. Mushashi Hiroyku Sanada | Dia Dipasupil/Getty Images The final episode of Westworld's first season gave fans a glimpse into the increed
samurai in the programming department. And it looks like we'll get to see more of this theme of the world in future episodes. In Season 2, we will meet Mushashi, played by Hiroyka Sanada (Lost, The Wolverine). We haven't had many chances yet to see Sanado in action. But Funko Pop showed off



Mushashi's figure during Comic Con in 2017. We don't know much else about him, but other than that he's going to be a recurring character and he clearly comes from Sogong World. Only time will tell if he will share Dolores's thirst for justice. Next: Fans were intrigued by this enigmatic new character in
the Westworld Season 2 trailer. 8. Akane Rinko Kukuchi in the Western World | HBO, like Mushashi, Akane is most likely part of The World's Sogong. We learned next to nothing about her - but got a glimpse of her in full geisha attire in the Westworld Season 2 trailer. Akane will play Rinko Kikuchi, who is
best known for his stunning, Oscar-nominated performance in Babel. And if her filmography is any indication, she's primed to give another powerhouse performance in westworld's second season. Next: We don't even know the name of this new character, but we can't wait to find out more. 9. Zane
McClarenon's nameless character in Westworld | HBO New Westworld character Zan McClennon plays so mysteriously that we don't even know his name yet. But we know, thanks to the latest season 2 trailer, that he appears to be the leader of Native Americans. Some fans think McClairnon's character
may be the leader of an equally mysterious ghost nation. Whoever he is, Westworld is lucky to have an actor on board - his prestigious career spans three decades, and includes roles in Shield, Longmire, and Fargo. Follow Katherine Webb on Twitter @prufrox. 7&amp;B On Facebook! Facebook!
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